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Abstract. Bidirectional transformation (BX) is a robust mechanism to
propagate changes of data across the transformation while maintaining
consistency between two or more data sources. Recently, systems that
coordinate multiple BX have been proposed. However, conflicts when
multiple BX update the same source have not been well studied yet. In
this paper, we propose a new conflict resolution method for BX based
on an algorithm of Operational Transformation (OT). We apply the al-
gorithm of OT to the backward transformation of the tree duplication
primitive Dup of an existing BX language X proposed by Hu et al. X
had been shown, by embedding into Inv, which is capable of maintaining
structured documents such as XML through BX, to allow more flexi-
ble operations by Inv’s bidirectionality-satisfying operations. Using this
mechanism, we propose a new backward transformation function mput
that can resolve conflicts between updates on two views. Our implemen-
tation of mput can simultaneously satisfy the properties GETPUTGET
and PUTGETPUT, which are the round-tripping properties inherited
from X, and TP1, which is a confluence property inherited from OT for
server-client environment.

Keywords: Bidirectional transformation· Operational transformation
· Conflict resolution

1 Introduction

Bidirectional transformation (BX) is a mechanism to propagate changes across
two or more information sources through BX rules, keeping consistencies be-
tween them. Compared to preparing two transformations for each direction and
guaranteeing the consistency of the two transformations by the programmer, BX
requires only one program. The consistency is automatically guaranteed by the
well-behavedness properties that BX satisfies. Although most of the previous
work on BX focus on those among two information sources, maintenance of con-
sistency by combining multiple BX, as well as multi-directional transformations
as a general mechanism to maintain consistency among three or more infor-
mation sources are more considered recently [3]. For example, POET [9] uses
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Fig. 1: BX in which puts face each other and the point of conflicts

multiple BX to allow privacy-aware data access defined for each edge (comput-
ing entity architecturally located closer to the end-devices) in edge computing.
The forward transformation get in POET can extract views for data accessed by
multiple edges. However, the backward transformation put may cause conflicts
because of multiple edges accessing identical sources S. Figure 1 shows such a
situation in which two BX are combined so that put transformations for two
views V1 and V2 face with each other. Suppose that updates on two views are
being propagated via two puts to their common source at the same time. Such
conflicts cannot be resolved by existing (well-behavedness) properties of BX, as
the authors of POET addressed in their future work [9]. We could resolve the
conflict by prioritizing one of these updates, while discarding the other update.
Here, the case degenerates to that in which there are only one pair of source and
view. However, updates by one user are abandoned no matter how important
the updates are. Basically, BX maintain consistency in a robust manner for each
combination of source and view, whereas situations in which there are multiple
sources or views are not so well-studied, especially in the presence of conflicts.

In this paper, we cope with this situation by providing data update mecha-
nism so that no user is sacrificed, taking each user’s update into account. Existing
techniques of operational transformations (OT) are used to merge such concur-
rent updates. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3
briefly introduce the basic notions of BX and OT. Section 4 touches on previous
work and conferences focusing on multiple BX. Section 5 recaps OT on tree data
structures that are necessary to resolve conflicts in structured documents. We
borrow this technique and combine with BX. In Section 6, we define a novel BX
called mget and mput using existing BX language X [7,8] for structured docu-
ments, and one of its combinators Dup. Section 7 describes our implementation
strategy using the Inv language in which the X language is embedded. Section 8
reports the results from our validation on whether our implementation of mput
exhibits a correct behavior. Section 9 concludes our paper and mentions the re-
maining issues and outlook. Our implementation as well as the test code for our
evaluation can be found at https://github.com/habutaso/x-inv-xeditor-dev.

2 Bidirectional Transformations

In BX, two information sources are denoted by source S, and view V , respec-
tively. For a given BX f between S and V , the operation to extract data of in-
terest from s ∈ S and construct v ∈ V is called get and denoted by ϕf : S → V .

https://github.com/habutaso/x-inv-xeditor-dev
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Fig. 2: A transformation process in operational transformations

The other operation, given a view v ∈ V that contains certain updates, that
reflects such updates to s ∈ S is called backward transformation put and is de-
noted by ◁f : V × S → S. The operator ◁ is a function that takes one element
from each V and S, and returns an element in S. The subscript f represents
one of the combinators of X language [7,8] recapped in Section 6 that provides
transformation rules for forward and backward directions. BX typically satisfy
the following two properties.

s ◁ (ϕs) = s (GetPut)
ϕ (s ◁ v) = v (PutGet)

GetPut says that the source remains the same state after the backward trans-
formation if no change has been made on the extracted view, whereas PutGet
says that the backward transformation can convey all the information in the view
to the source. A pair of BX has well-behavedness property iff it satisfies both
GetPut and PutGet. This property exhibits how well a pair of bidirectional
transformations behaves. The main advantage of BX is to be able to propagate
changes bidirectionally while maintaining such properties.

Conventionally, put assumes only one view. We have to introduce a new
mechanism if we consider two views. In Sect. 6.5, we describe BX functions
mget and mput required for two views.

3 Conflict Resolution Algorithms

Operational transformation (OT) [6] is one of the algorithms that have been pro-
posed for conflict resolution. OT is a technology to support collaborative work on
documents and data structures in collaborative editing software. Currently this
technology is adopted to G Suite [2] and Etherpad3, among other systems, to
achieve consistency maintenance under concurrency. Figure 2 illustrates the pro-
cess of transformation of operations in collaborative document editing software.
In particular, it shows the transformation property called TP1 or C1 where the
result of editing for each editor becomes equivalent by incorporating operations
on the other sides with appropriate adustments (i.e., transformations). Each of
the black circles on the upper part of the figure denotes a user who shares an
3 https://etherpad.org/

https://etherpad.org/
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identical string “ABC” in the editing session. O1 and O2 denote editing opera-
tions. Suppose the user on the left side executed Ins to insert the character “N”
at position 0, while the user on the right side executed Del operation to delete
the second character, simultaneously. At this point, the left user holds the string
“NABC”, while the user on the right holds “AB”, causing conflict in the session.
Then the two operations are exchanged, and each recipient invokes the transfor-
mation T which calculates an editing operation by which the final strings agree,
by taking their own operation and received operation as arguments. Each user
holds the string “NAB” in the end, thus the consistency of the shared document
is maintained. OT are often deployed in server-client architecture, where each
client stores their editing operations in a buffer and periodically executes the
possibly transformed editing operations. Thanks to this mechanism, not only
the conflicts among operations that occur simultaneously, but also those that
occur at different moments.

In this paper, we aim at applying the OT algorithm to resolve conflicts when
two put transformations try to propagate changes on their views to their shared
source.

4 Related Work

Diskin proposed the lane mechanism [4] for conflict resolution in BX. Although
his work mainly focuses on model synchronization tools, the synchronization
mechanism uses BX that worth investigation. When two BX try to update their
shared views through their get transformations, they do not update their views
directly, but they keep their abstract data as replicas the results obtained by
gets, and relate them with an abstract algorithm based on category theory. On
the contrary, we do not require such replicas, but apply an OT algorithm on
propagating updates without changing the data manipulated inside component
BX. Besides, we enable data updates in which updates on multiple views are
considered. This has advantages of avoiding data loss caused by conflicts. In the
Dagstuhl Seminar [3] on Multidirectional Transformations and Synchronisations
in 2018, the issue of conflict resolution was discussed as one of the open problems.
It was considered possible as a simple conflict resolution strategy to keep
timestamps of executions of different BX, so that the transformations are applied
according to the order of the timestamps. However, the idea of conflict resolution
using OT was not proposed in the seminar report [3].

5 OT on Trees

Early OT resolved conflicts on texts, as we introduced in Sect. 3. However,
since we study BX on structured documents like XML, we need a mechanism
to transform operations on trees. We borrow the methods proposed by Sinchuk
et al. [11] for this purpose. Sinchuk et al. represent trees by the following Rose
Trees.

Tree τ ::= Node τ [Tree τ ]
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Fig. 3: Tracing transformed operations: upper: former lower: latter

Since the Node constructor holds node labels of type τ and a list of nodes of its
own type as its subtree, the OT rules are defined for both trees and lists. For a
given tree, the following four operations can be transformed.

1. TreeInsert i t : inserts tree t as i-th subtree.
2. TreeRemove i t : deletes the i-th subtree if it is equal to t.
3. EditLabel tc : replaces the root label using operation tc. The operation tc

depends on the label type τ , so it is separately determined by developers.
4. OpenRoot i c : applies operation c on the i-th subtree.

The property illustrated by Fig. 2 is called C1 in Sinchuk et al.’s paper [11],
meaning that for the transformation function T to resolve conflicts of operations
O1 and O2 on their issuer’s site, the following equation always holds.

O1 ◦ T (O2, O1) ≡ O2 ◦ T (O1, O2) (C1)

Note that the composition ◦ means the operations are applied in the order
from left to right. The first and second argument of T corresponds to the
remote (counterpart’s) and local operations, respectively. It was mechanically
proved using Coq [1] that C1 is satisfied by Sinchuk et al.’s OT on trees. There
exists another desirable property C2 for OT. However, C2 assumes a rather rare
situation, compared with more common environment where existence of servers
can be assumed. With this reason, C2 is not considered mandatory and omitted
in their work.

In this paper, we use String as τ and let the operation tc replace the current
value with the input string. When we are to transform the conflicting EditLabel
operations, Sinchuk et al. set priorities using boolean flags, such that when we
compute T (EditLabel tc1,EditLabel tc2), assuming true for editor 1 (local), false
for editor 2 (remote), operations of tc2 takes precedence. For further details on
how two operations are transformed by T , see their implementation [11].

In this section, we take as an example the case in which the two copies of
the tree Node “r” [Node “a” [ ], Node “b” [ ], Node “c” [ ]] of type Tree String
are manipulated. Let the two editors issue operations TreeInsert 2 [Node “d” [ ]]
and TreeRemove 0 [Node “a” [ ]], respectively, to cause conflict. Sinchuk et al.
resolved such conflicts by the function list_it that corresponds to T .

Listings 1 and 2 are its Haskell implementations. They are manually adapted
from the Coq code in Sinchuk et al.’s paper [11] and the Haskell code generated
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l i s t_it ot (TreeRemove n1 l1 ) ( TreeInsert n2 l2 ) f lag
| n1 + len1 < n2 = op1 : [ ]
| n2 < n1 = (TreeRemove (n1 + len2 ) l1 ) : [ ]
| otherwise =

let ml = ins (n2 − n1) l2 l1 in
i f isJust ml then
let Just l ’ = ml in (TreeRemove n1 l ’ ) : [ ]
e lse op1 : [ ]

where op1 = TreeRemove n1 l1
len1 = length l1 ; len2 = length l2

Listing 1: The conflict resolution program on the side who issued TreeInsert

l i s t_it ot ( TreeInsert n1 l1 ) (TreeRemove n2 l2 ) _
| n1 < n2 = op1 : [ ]
| (n2 + len2) < n1 = ( TreeInsert (n1 − len2 ) l1 ) : [ ]
| otherwise = [ ]
where op1 = TreeInsert n1 l1

len2 = length l2

Listing 2: The conflict resolution program on side who issued TreeRemove

from the Coq code. The algorithm basically shifts the positions of operations
according to the relative positions of given conflicting operations. The case
analysis in the transformations of operated positions are implemented using
Haskell guards. We apply C1-compliant operations based on this algorithm.

In our example, the conditions on the matching relative positions are
colored in red inside Listings. 1 and 2. After transformation, the former
applies TreeInsert 2 [Node “d” [ ]] followed by TreeRemove 0 [Node “a” [ ]],
while the latter applies TreeRemove 0 [Node “a” [ ]] followed by
TreeInsert 1 [Node “d” [ ]]. Figure 3 traces how the trees on both sides are
manipulated.

6 X/Inv Language and its Extension

The conflict resolution in the OT inspects the operations themselves and posi-
tions on which the operations are performed. Therefore, such information should
be treated in BX as well. The language X by Hu et al. [7] is a BX language in
which not only the data (states) themselves but also editing operations performed
on these data can be propagated bidirectionally. Thanks to such framework, BX
considering insertion, deletion and duplication are possible. The combinator Dup
is introduced as a special atomic combinator to support data duplication. For-
ward transformation of Dup is capable of data duplication, while the backward
transformation can merge the duplicates. Such mechanism can be considered
to support more flexible manipulation of data compared to general BX. In this
paper, we apply the Dup of X language to implement backward transformation
that allows two views as inputs.
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6.1 Data Structure
First of all, we recap the definition of the data type Val , as a data structure to
transform editing operations bidirectionally, that also embeds the information
of insertion, deletion and label modifications, in the data on which the updates
are propagated.

Val ::= Atom
| ∗Atom | Val+ | Val−
| (Val ×Val) | [Val ] | Tree Val

Atom ::= String | ()
[a] ::= [ ] | a : [a]
Tree a ::= N a [Tree a]

Atomic data resources are either String or unit represented by (). ∗ marks
updated Atoms. + marks inserted, and − marks deleted Vals. They are also
called tags. Colons (:) denote cons of lists. The notation is similar to that of
Haskell, and “A”:“B”:[] can be rewritten into [“A”, “B”]. Tree has constructor
N, holding node labels of type a and a list of their children of type Tree a. Val is
a simple tree data structure, omitting several XML constructs such as attributes.

6.2 Dup Combinator
In this subsection, we describe the characteristic atomic operator Dup in the
language X. Let c a source (concrete view). Then ϕDup is defined as follows.

ϕDup c = N "Dup" [c, c]

Here, N denotes the node constructor of trees, having the root node labeled
"Dup" as well as two identical children c. Meanwhile, given a1, a2 as the view
(abstract view), ◁Dup is defined as follows.

c ◁Dup (Node "Dup" [a1, a2]) =


a2 (a1 = c)

a1 (a2 = c)

a1 (otherwise)

The user is assumed to perform only one editing operation at a time. When
either of a1, a2 is updated, then that update takes precedence and is propagated
to the source. If both are updated, then a1 is always chosen.

6.3 The Language Inv and Embedding of X
The language Inv [7,10] updates structured documents bidirectionally. It defines
binary relations on Val described in Sect. 6.1. The atomic data operations in Inv
can be combined. The reason why we use Inv is that combinators in X can be
given bidirectionality by expressing them in Inv4. We introduce a new operator
in X/Inv in this paper to extend Dup operator.
4 Compared to direct bidirectionalization [7], convenience can be improved because

Inv-specific language constructs such as fixpoint combinators become available.
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Syntax Inv has the following syntax. See [10] for their detailed semantics.

Inv ::= Inv˘ | nil | cons | node | P? | V
| δ | dupNil | dupStr String
| Inv; Inv | id | Inv ∪ Inv
| Inv × Inv | assocr | assocl | swap
| µ(V : Inv) | prim(f, g) | resC

The non terminal P denotes predicates on Val , while V denotes the set of
variable names. The construct resC is the special function newly introduced
by us only used to resolve conflicts on two views. Although resC is used for the
backward transformation of the extended Dup, the reversed semantics is also
defined. Inv is basically a point-free language, so that data can be processed
through combinations of functions. In this paper, we only explain Inv functions
needed to extend Dup.

Figure 4 shows the binary relations on Val denoted through semantic function
[[_]]η. The environment η is the binary relations on Val between source and view.
In Inv, the binary relation is extracted from the environment η and the forward
/ reverse transformations are conducted under that environment. The mapping
η is used because, in Inv, the fixpoint operator µ(V : Inv) is introduced so
that various functions are composed in a point-free style without adding new
primitive functions. The fixpoint operator injects entries to the environment.

The underscore corresponds to Inv language constructs. ˘ denotes reverse
transformation in Inv and performs reverse operation of given functions. For
example, nil ,̆ the reverse of nil , takes empty list as input and returns unit () as
the output. cons˘ decomposes non-empty lists into its first element and the rest.
node˘ extracts from N its label a and the list of its children x as a tuple. id˘
and swap˘ perform the same operation as their forward direction. δ duplicates
atomic values only. resC , our new operator, takes two inputs. a corresponds to
the source, while [a, a] corresponds the two views encoded as list with the two
values as its elements. When the source a and two views are identical, then there
is no need to update the source, so a is returned as is. When only one of the
views of source a contains a tag to encode editing operations on the view, then
either pattern [a′, a] or [a, a′] matches and the editing operations are propagated
to produce a′ as the output. Further, when both of the two views are associated
with editing tags, then a′′′ in which conflicts caused by a′ and a′′ are resolved
by OT are produced to reflect the edits to the source. In its reverse direction,
the result is isomorphic to that of the forward direction of δ.

Dup in terms of Inv The combinator x in X that is embedded in Inv is
denoted by ⌈x⌉. Dup construct to duplicate its inputs of type a is expressed as
follows.

⌈Dup⌉ = dupa; (id × (dupa; futatsu;mkRoot))
where futatsu = (id × (dupNil ; cons)); cons

mkRoot = dupstr "Dup"; swap;node
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[[nil ]]η () = [ ]

[[cons]]η (a, x) = a : x

[[node]]η (a, x) = N ax

[[id ]]η a = a

[[swap]]η (a, b) = (b, a)

[[dupNil ]]η a = (a, [ ])

[[dupStr s]]η a = (a, s)

[[δ]]η n = (n, n)

[[δ ]̆]η (n, n) = n,

n not tagged or tagged by +,−

[[δ ]̆]η (∗n, ∗n) = ∗n

[[δ ]̆]η (∗n,m) = ∗n, m not tagged
[[δ ]̆]η (n, ∗m) = ∗m, n not tagged
[[f ; g]]η = [[f ]]η; [[g]]η
[[f × g]]η = ([[f ]]η × [[g]]η)

[[resC ]̆]η a = [a, a]

[[resC]]η (a, [a, a]) = a

[[resC]]η (a, [a′, a]) = a′

[[resC]]η (a, [a, a′]) = a′

[[resC]]η (a, [a′, a′′]) = a′′′

a not tagged
a′ and a′′ tagged by +,−, ∗
a′′′ retains resolved conflict between a′ and a′′

Fig. 4: Inv constructs

dupa is called twice, once for caching input, and the other to perform actual
duplication. The operation futatsu;mkRoot will produce a tree with "Dup" as its
label from a pair of trees (“futatsu” means “two of” in Japanese).

6.4 Bidirectionality

In BX, it is important to satisfy PutGet and GetPut. However, in language
X, PutGet cannot be satisfied. For example, c ◁Dup (N "Dup" [a, ∗b]) returns
b (* denotes nodes with its labels updated). Further, when b is applied to ϕDup,
N "Dup" [b, b] is returned. Therefore, it is not well-behaved. Instead, the following
properties in which GetPut and PutGet are relaxed are satisfied.

ϕ (s ◁ v) = v (GetPutGet)
s′ ◁ (ϕ s′) = s′ (PutGetPut)

where v = ϕ s, s′ = s ◁ v

In GetPutGet, v is produced by the forward transformation, s is updated
through v, after which the view is immediately computed to obtain v. In
PutGetPut, when s′ is the recently updated source, a view is produced from
the source, after which the backward transformation is immediately conducted
to produce s′ again. If the two properties are satisfied, the users have only to
perform one put and one get when they perform updates.

Based on the explanations so far, Dup is capable of duplicating views while
being a BX combinator.

6.5 mget and mput

Since put assumes in general only one view, put alone cannot consider multiple
views as described in Sect. 1. Therefore, we define the new functions mget ,mput
to cope with such situation. First, let x.get : S → V and x.put : S × V → S.
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Fig. 5: BX to resolve conflicts in two views

denote get and put component, respectively, of BX x. Next, we provide a
BX x1 △ x2 to deal with two views. We define its forward transformation as
(x1 △ x2).get s ≜ (x1.get s, x2.get s). For cooperating x1 and x2, we uniquely
determine the application of its get . Based on these operations, we define the
following, where the operator ◁′ is defined in the next section.

mget(s) = (x1 △ x2).get s
mput(s, v1, v2) = (x1 △ x2).put (s, v1, v2)

≜ ◁′ (s, s1, s2)
where s1 = x1.put (s, v1)

s2 = x2.put (s, v2)

Figure 5 shows the data propagation by mget and mput . The upper half
corresponds to mget , while the lower half corresponds to mput . mget duplicates
s to produce two views. For each view, one get is executed to duplicate the
source. In mput , two views generated by the duplication in mget are merged
through the two puts. Peculiar to mput function, when multiple updates exist
in the input views, the conflict should always be resolved.

7 Design of our Proposal

The design of our proposal in our paper consists of two main ideas. The first
one is the data transformation in mput that introduce new concept in BX to
reflect changes on two views to the source. The other one is how to formalize the
first one. In this section, we first explain a concrete process until the propagated
updates reach the source, and then, we explain its more formal treatment. In
the implementations that we used as a reference, the Haskell program of X
implemented by Hu et al., as well as the Haskell program produced by the Coq
program implemented by Sincuk et al. as OT on trees.

7.1 Data Flows

Here we describe the design of data flow in the BX as an extension of X
language. The view is assumed to be a client accessing sources. First, two clients
access the common source and produce their views through their gets. In this
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paper, it is assumed that an identical datum is provided, for all clients, as their
views before updates. Next, each client updates her/his view. Only one update
primitive for each client is assumed. That is, only one operation is allowed
for each client. The updated view is processed by mput . In mput , first put1
and put2 produce, respectively, S′

1 and S′
2 from views V ′

1 and V ′
2 . Next, the

differences representing updates are extracted from S, S′
1, and S′

2 Based on
these differences, the conflicts are resolved through OT. Finally, the updates by
mput are completed by applying the new operation produced by the OT to the
source. For each put , all the contents in the views are propagated, so it can be
seen from the user’s point of view a BX. Note that, in mput , Val itself allows
storage of editing operations, and editing operations are extracted from Val .
Therefore, it can also be considered (internally) that a delta-based BX [5] is
used. The OT, in general requires, for each client, corresponding applications
of operations when operations after transformation is applied. However, in our
proposal, since the target of application of the operation is only one, we need
to choose one operation from two operations of both clients. Actually we do not
have to care which to choose, because, as long as C1 is satisfied, the final output
on both clients are identical. In addition, we assume for mget , in this paper, V1

and V2 produced by get1 and get2, respectively, produce the identical views. We
use this assumption to reuse ϕ in X, not to newly implement mget .

7.2 XEditor

In Hu et al.’s method [7], an editor to interactively edit structured documents is
proposed. The source document with no internal dependency, and the mapping
from the source to the view can be automatically generated. Editing operations
are fed to the view, while its updates are propagated to the source through put .
In this paper, we use the editing operations used in XEditor to implement OT
within BX.

Command a ::= Insert Path a | Delete Path a
| EditLabel Path a | Stay

Path ::= [Int]

The editing operations are defined as follows. In this paper, a is assumed
to correspond to Val . Path is represented by a list of non-negative integers
[i1, i2, . . . , in]. It identifies the subtree reached by first visiting the i1-th child of
the root, followed by visiting of i2-th child, and so on, until n traversals have
been performed.

The semantics of the Command is described for each operation as follows.

– Insert Path a : Insert a at position Path.
– Delete Path a : Delete subtree at position Path. a is present to align with

the corresponding implementation of OT, so the value of a is ignored. We
used "___" (three underscores) as its dummy filler.

– EditLabel Path a : Update the label at position Path to a.
– Stay : Do nothing.
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Since the position Path are explicitly specified for these editing operations, they
can be associated with OT OpenRoot. Moreover, since each editing operation
has similar semantics, we can transform Command a using OT.

7.3 Design of mput in X
We apply the approach used in Dup described in Sect. 6.3 to design mput . In
Sect. 6.3, we mention the new language construct resC in X/Inv introduced by
us.
First, the original [8] embedding ⌈Dup⌉̆ is expressed as follows (“hitotsu” means
“one of” in Japanese).

⌈Dup⌉̆ = (id × (rmRoot ; hitotsu; dupa )̆; dupa˘
where rmRoot = node ;̆ swap; (dupStr "Dup")̆

hitotsu = cons ;̆ (id × (cons ;̆ dupNil )̆)

Figure 6 depicts the processing flow of ⌈Dup⌉̆ . The black triangle denotes the
source, the green and purple triangles denote conflicting subtrees, while the
orange triangle denotes the subtree with the conflicts (insufficiently) resolved.
Two dupa˘ are performed in ⌈Dup⌉̆ . The first to merge the children of the node
labeled "Dup", the second to merge the Val of the source of duplication with the
Val of the result of the first merge. This form of merging is not useful for our
method. This is because, when we compute the difference between the updated
view and original view, the source and the two views have to be processed within
one function. So we define the new embedding ⌈Dup′⌉̆ that uses resC as follows.
Figure 7 traces its transformation process. The coloring scheme in the figure is
identical to that of Fig. 6, with further coloring is applied to compare the two
figures.

⌈Dup′⌉̆ = (id × rmRoot); resC
where rmRoot = node ;̆ swap; (dupStr "Dup")̆

The original embedding ⌈Dup⌉̆ executed hitotsu after rmRoot , followed by
merging Val with dupa. We improved this merge process to be able to process
three inputs — the source and the two views — by using resC to merge Val .
For example, when (N a [b]), [N a [b, c+],N a [b−]] is given as the input to resC ,
(N a [c+]) results as its output. This can be explained using the manipulated
positions in c+ and b− in terms of Command Val as follows: Insert [1] c and
Delete [0] b are transformed to produce Insert [0] c, so that when the operation
is applied, Delete [0] b ◦ Insert [0] c is executed. From the viewpoint of
merging the updates performed on the duplicated views created by forward
transformation, the redefined ⌈Dup′⌉̆ acts similarly to the original ⌈Dup⌉̆ . When
(N a [b]), [N a [b, c+],N a [b]] is given as the input, the only Command Val content
is Insert [1] c, so the N a [b, c+] is produced as the result. As a BX, ◁Dup′ is defined
as follows.

c ◁Dup′ (Node "Dup" [a1, a2]) =
let op1 = diff(a1, c) in
let op2 = diff(a2, c) in
op1 ◦ T (op2, op1) c
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Fig. 6: Dataflow in ⌈Dup⌉̆ Fig. 7: Dataflow in ⌈Dup′⌉̆

diff is a function to compute difference between the two inputs with identical
data structure. The view and the source are given to diff, computing editing
operations that are only present in the view, and fed to the OT as its input.

8 Implementation and Property Satisfaction Evaluation

To confirm that the proposed method behaves correctly, we need to verify if both
the properties of BX and OT are satisfied simultaneously. For the BX property,
we conducted the following three tests for PutGetPut and GetPutGet
properties on a test XML data.

– OT property ofmput :mget ,mput ,mget andmput are executed in this order.
The test inputs of mput contain different new editing operations for each of
the two views. We check if the conflicts among different editing operations
on the two views are resolved and reflected to the source. In addition, we
check if the result of the second mput maintains the previous updates.

– PutGetPut: mput , mget and mput are executed in order to check if no
information is lost.

– GetPutGet: mget , mput and mget are executed in order to check if no
information is lost.

We confirmed that the proposed system satisfies, in X language and XEditor,
the properties PutGetPut, GetPutGet, and TP1(C1) at the same time. Our
implementation in Haskell, as well as the test code used in the evaluation can
be found at https://github.com/habutaso/x-inv-xeditor-dev.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a framework to reflect conflicting changes on views
of two BX by propagating the changes to the shared source after resolving the
conflict, as a step to cope with conflicts among multiple BX. The new function
mput was introduced to BX, enabling more flexible data updates by multiple

https://github.com/habutaso/x-inv-xeditor-dev
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views equipped with conflict resolution that existing BX does not support. We
applied OT to resolve conflicts between two views, while maintaining each update
as much as possible. We implemented our method as an extension of duplication
operator Dup in X/Inv, without losing the expressiveness of the original X/Inv.
We confirmed, by several testing scenarios, that well-behavedness as BX as well
as C1 confluence property as OT are satisfied at the same time.

Other OT with the C1 property could be applied. For example, if we consider
more than two views, we need the additional property C2 because the final
results diverge otherwise. We did not study such case because the proof of C2

was omitted in the tree OT we applied [11]. We support only tree data structures.
Different OT mechanism would be required for other data structures. Each user
may perform more than two operations in a single revision. We would need to
integrate buffering as well as handling OT of composite operations in BX. From
the BX point of view, we implemented only two BX with one shared source.
With two sources and two views, our method cannot be applied directly. These
are left as our future work.
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